Scorpius    9909.25     Episode 7     Gestures

<<<<<<<<<<<<<Continue Mission>>>>>>>>>>>

XO_Jude says:
::Sitting in the RR, pouring over contact protocols::

CMOStarr says:
::in sickbay getting "reverted" back to normal::

CO_Miller says:
@::sitting in his chair next to the Sovereign::

OPSTKerl says:
::At OPS Station monitoring::

CNS_Crazi says:
::goes over final evaluation sheet::

CTO_Selan says:
::Is in his quarters, sitting at his desk, going over sec. reports::

FCO-Starr says:
::sitting behind the CO keeping her eye on the Sovereign, one more hour of this and sighs::

XO_Jude says:
*CSO:*  Any luck creating some telepathic shielding?

CSOTsalea says:
::at science station, sending sensor data to various science departments::

CEOTPaula says:
::in ME::

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: As you can see, we can travel 40 million klics rather well <G>.

CNS_Crazi says:
::exits made over office and heads for CTO's quarters::

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  Yes Sovereign, I see.  Can you tell me what our ETA is?

CTO_Selan says:
::Frowns and leans back a second, wondering about Shania::

EO_Bates says:
::Stands in Engineering, PADD in hand going over the day's maintenance schedules, inwardly sighing at the workload before walking over and retrieving an engineering kit and going over the PADD aloud:: First job of the day...run a diagnostic on auxiliary ODN systems. Another fun day in Starfleet. ::Begins to head to the Turbolift::

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: well look out of the viewer...we are about to achieve orbit....

OPSTKerl says:
::double-checking transporter lock on AT::

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  Ah yes, I see we are close.

CNS_Crazi says:
::stands next to CTO's quarters, takes a deep breath and rings the chime::

CTO_Selan says:
::Hears the chime:: Come in.

CEOTPaula says:
::sorts through a large stack of padds::

CMOStarr says:
::gets awaken by Dr. Paine::  <Dr Paine>CMO:  Want to see a mirror? ::laughing::

CTO_Selan says:
::Turns in his chair, placing the sec. reports down::

CSOTsalea says:
*XO*:  Commander, each individuals shielding various with the individual.  I can however repress that ability in an individual and I believe there is a substance which will inhibit our telepathy.  Scott is currently working on it.

CNS_Crazi says:
::enters room, sees CTO::  CTO: hello

CTO_Selan says:
::Stands up:: CNS: Greetings. May I help you with something?

CO_Miller says:
@::turns to Troi::  FCO:  Well, has your curiosity peaked, like mine?

EO_Bates says:
::Enters the Turbolift:: Deck 10. 

CTO_Selan says:
<Daniels> ::On Bridge at Tactical station::

CMOStarr says:
Dr. Paine:  Yes!! ::takes the mirror that is offered:: Micheala, you did a good job.  It is good to look human again ::Grinning and handing back the mirror::

FCO-Starr says:
CO: Aye sir::stares into his eyes, hoping he will get her message::

XO_Jude says:
*CSO*  I wasn't so much interested in our abilities being inhibited, as I was in shielding our abilities from the Telton telepaths....

FCO-Starr says:
SOV: What is the purpose of this trip?

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  So, are you going to give us any clue as to what we are going to be shown?

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: here for our meeting, since you can't leave your quarters I thought I'd come and visit you

CO_Miller says:
@::turns and smiles at Troi::

CMOStarr says:
::slows get up from the surgical bio bed::

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: Understood. Take a seat, if you want. ::Motions to a second chair, as he sits down::

FCO-Starr says:
@::grins at the CO::

Sov_Mir says:
@FCO: Well you wanted to know about warp and the answer is here...<G>

EO_Bates says:
::Exits out and heads to the Auxiliary ODN control box for this deck, removing a section of the wall panel to gain access before running her diagnostic tool over it and logging the results onto her PADD before buttoning the hatch back up and heading back to the Lift::

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  Can you give us an idea of what to expect?

FCO-Starr says:
@SOV: I would feel better if you would answer our question, My CO nor I like surprises.

CNS_Crazi says:
::sits down, looks around::  CTO: so, any memorabilia’s in here  ::glances at items on wall::

Sov_Mir says:
@FCO: In that case, you would have to be more specific

CMOStarr says:
Dr. Paine:  You did a good job of reversing the alterations.  What else has occurred while I was under?  ::proceeds to get the Medical update briefing from Dr. Paine::

CSOTsalea says:
*XO*: Understood.  And I believe there is such a device that can be purchased on the black-market.  As for them scanning us, again, it depends on the individuals and their abilities.

CTO_Selan says:
::Gestures toward some things on his desk, a wooden carving of Vulcan, a crystal carving of Mt. Seleya::

FCO-Starr says:
@SOV: Specifically Sir, how did you attain warp drive capabilities and from whom?

EO_Bates says:
::Walks back into Engineering, noticing T'Paula and nodding:: Sir. 

XO_Jude says:
*OPS*   Any luck in hailing Telton II?

CO_Miller says:
@::thinks to himself, now how much more specific than that can you be::

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: Mt. Seleya, I wonder if they named the U.S.S. Seleya after it

OPSTKerl says:
COMM: TeltonII: Scorpius calling

CEOTPaula says:
EO: Ensign.  ::continues sorting through padds::

CTO_Selan says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: CNS: Of course they did, Counselor. As I have noticed, some Galaxy Class ships are named after mountains.

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: you ever served on a Galaxy class ship, I hear they're magnificent, almost fortress like

Sov_Mir says:
@FCO: As you should be able to tell, the warp signature is unique to us..

EO_Bates says:
::Picks up another repair log:: CEO: Sir, did Science ever get back to us with a complete analysis of that goo?

FCO-Starr says:
@SOV: sir, that is NOT answering my question.

CEOTPaula says:
EO: Not that I'm aware of.

OPSTKerl says:
COMM: Telton II: Scorpius calling the planet

CSOTsalea says:
::pulls up a file and begins to read it::

Sov_Mir says:
@FCO: but, the truth is....well ...here comes the truth

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: No. I have served on the Scorpius ever since I graduated from the Academy... I have seen Galaxy Class vessels however.

FCO-Starr says:
@::stops to wait and see what the sovereign is talking about::

OPSTKerl says:
*XO*: I am trying to raise the planet but haven't gotten an answer.

EO_Bates says:
::Sighs:: CEO: This is really starting to annoy me. I couldn't fix the damned thing. How long has that problem been around, anyway? 

CMOStarr says:
::finishes hearing the report:: Dr. Paine:  I'll be in my quarters getting a shower and a change of duty uniforms.   I'll be back as soon as I change.

Sov_Mir says:
<<<<<<<<<<<The Shuttle lands on Telton2...there are several inhabitants waiting.....one is the person on the viewer from Telton>>>>>>>>>>>>

CO_Miller says:
@::listens intently, awaiting for the truth::

FCO-Starr says:
@CO: Sir::whispers::that is the person that was on the screen in the sovereign’s quarters.

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: the truth is here....you only need to be patient....please follow me.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  That is who you were talking to back on Telton, wasn't it?

CTO_Selan says:
::Trying his best to be co-operative::

XO_Jude says:
*OPS*:   Maybe when we get closer.... are you using the same frequencies we used when we contacted the pilot?

CO_Miller says:
@::nods at Troi::

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: was the Scorpius the ship you wished to serve on?

FCO-Starr says:
@::stand up ready to follow her CO::

OPSTKerl says:
*XO*: Aye sir

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: Correct.

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: yes.....come. I will introduce you!!

CSOTsalea says:
XO: Commander I may have something for you, but it is only for one individual.  It used to belong to our previous CMO.

CEOTPaula says:
EO: Quite some time.

CO_Miller says:
@::stands up and exits the shuttle::

FCO-Starr says:
@::Steps in closely behind Captain Miller::

XO_Jude says:
:;Exits RR and enters bridge, approaching the CSO::

CO_Miller says:
@FCO:  He seems quite excited to have me meet this person, doesn't he?

CMOStarr says:
::exits SB, goes to her quarters, change and returns to SB::

FCO-Starr says:
@CO: Yes Sir.  Be careful sir.

EO_Bates says:
CEO: All the more reason for it to annoy me, sir. At any rate, what's next on my maintenance rotation?

CSOTsalea says:
::looks up at the XO's footsteps::  XO: It was amongst his affects.

XO_Jude says:
CSO:   I remember.... had a paranoid fear of being spied on by telepaths, if I remember correctly!

CO_Miller says:
@FCO:  With you at my side Troi, I do not believe I have anything to worry about.  ::grins::

FCO-Starr says:
@::so, maybe we will see who knows all about me::

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: that's a unique occasion, most cadets usually wish to serve on ships with their friends

Sov_Mir says:
<<<<<<<The two Sovereigns greet each other.....tapping hands and bumping heads.....they embrace>>>>>>>>

FCO-Starr says:
@CO: No Sir, they do, they die::chuckles::

OPSTKerl says:
COMM: Telton II: Scorpius calling the planet

CO_Miller says:
@::his grin becomes even bigger at Troi::

SOV_Ror says:
@::turns to the FCO:: FCO: I think not LOLOLOL

CMOStarr says:
Dr Paine:  I'll be on the bridge.. ::exits SB and heads for the nearest TL::

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  Correct.  The device was placed in storage.  But again, it is used by only the individual wearing it, and I am not familiar with how it works.

CO_Miller says:
@::notices the strange greeting the Sovereigns give to each other::

CTO_Selan says:
::Realizes where the Counselor is heading, decides to go along with it:: CNS: I did not have many friends at the Academy. And I chose  the Scorpius because I "met" it before my assignment to it.

<<<<Both Sovereigns start laughing....as does all the inhabitants>>>>>>>

XO_Jude says:
::As we come into orbit around Telton II::   OPS,  are you maintaining a transporter lock on the AT?

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: Sir, then I am assuming you are reading my mind, as you could not hear what I just said to my CO.

OPSTKerl says:
XO: Aye sir

XO_Jude says:
CSO:  Well,  let's see what we can make of the thing,  Cardassian in origin, isn't it?

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: I would like to introduce you to Sovereign Ror......my brother   <S>

CSOTsalea says:
XO: Possible.

CEOTPaula says:
EO: SIF recalibration.  ::hands her one of the padds::

FCO-Starr says:
@::raises her eyebrows in surprise::

CMOStarr says:
::enters the TL::  Bridge

SOV_Ror says:
@FCO: yes, we knew you were coming almost a week ago.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Ror:  Nice to meet you Sovereign.  ::extends his hand::

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: And how did you find that out Sir?

CNS_Crazi says:
::a little isolated, even for a Vulcan::  CTO: I see, what, did you take a tour on it sometime, or perhaps visit a relative on it?

OPSTKerl says:
::continues sending hailing frequency::

CSOTsalea says:
Scott: Please go to storage and bring me the telepath inhibitor located under T47.  It will open under your command codes.

SOV_Ror says:
<<<<<grabs the CO's hand and brings him in chest to chest and lightly bumps his head>>>>>>>

EO_Bates says:
::Looks at the PADD:: CEO: I'll get right on it, sir. ::Turns and heads to one of the control station where she sits and begins addressing the console, her fingers lightly dancing over the touch screen::

CO_Miller says:
@FCO:  What was it he just said?

CSOTsalea says:
<scott>CSO: On my way.  Do you want me to bring it to you?

CSOTsalea says:
Scott: Yes please

FCO-Starr says:
@::watches as the CO bumps heads with the SR::

CSOTsalea says:
<Scott>CSO: will do.

SOV_Ror says:
@CO: you too are slightly telepathic....interesting....

CO_Miller says:
@::is taken aback by the greeting::

FCO-Starr says:
@CO: Sir, he knew we were coming a week ago.

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: I was a child when the ship was built. One of my mother's friends was the Chief Engineer in charge of the building of the Scorpius at the time. When my mother came to visit him, she brought me along. At the time, he was working on the Scorpius... I got to see the ship.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Ror:  How is that possible?

CMOStarr says:
::exits onto the Bridge, quietly stands back watching::

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: the Chief Engineer, was that Lt. Oscar?

SOV_Ror says:
@CO: you ship has been trying diligently to scan this planet....hahahahaha... they can't... sorry...maybe soon....we should talk first..

FCO-Starr says:
@::another evasive answer in her opinion::

CTO_Selan says:
::Pauses for a moment, trying to remember::

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Ror:  Yes, we need to talk.  I would also like to contact my ship to let them know we have arrived safely.

CSOTsalea says:
::looks up at the doctor and nods::

OPSTKerl says:
::not getting an answer from the planet double checks the transporter locks on the AT::

CMOStarr says:
XO:  Hi Sir, I see you had no negative effects from alterations?

CMOStarr says:
CSO:  ::Nods back::

XO_Jude says:
CMO:  None at all thank you,  and it's good to get back into a decent uniform.

SOV_Ror says:
@FCO: ::laughing:: we can read thoughts and emotions.....be a bit more like the species in your data banks.....you call them Vulcans.....come.....let us go inside....we have much to talk about.

CSOTsalea says:
::looks at Jude with a raised eyebrow::

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: Actually... the Engineer's name was Jason Void, Lt. Oscar assisted him I believe...  I cannot remember correctly.

FCO-Starr says:
@CO: Sir would you like me to contact the ship?

CMOStarr says:
XO:  I agree whole heartily ::laughing::  CSO: You had no negative effects from the alterations also  ::walking over to where she is::

CO_Miller says:
@FCO:  Yes Troi, please inform them that we arrived safely and are about to begin some talks.

FCO-Starr says:
@::continually surprised by the SR::

FCO-Starr says:
::nods::

CO_Miller says:
@::follows the Sovereign::

EO_Bates says:
::Slides her seat back from the console slightly:: Computer, run level 3 diagnostic on SIF Emitters 2, 5, and 6. 

FCO-Starr says:
@COM: Scorpius: This Lt. Cmdr Starr, please come in.

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: Jason Void, hum, I think I met him briefly at the Academy  ::glances at painting on wall wondering where it came from and who painted it::

CSOTsalea says:
CMO: No doctor.  I found it an... interesting situation.  I regret we were not able to put your handiwork to the test.

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: You might have. I only met him that one time.

OPSTKerl says:
COMM: Lt Starr: We read you

FCO-Starr says:
@::continues to act like the captain's shadow::

OPSTKerl says:
XO: The away team is on the COMM

<<<<<<<<<<The group enter a large structure...half the room is enclosed and people are swimming around...half is protected by a force field......they walk into a large room and sit down>>>>>>

XO_Jude says:
*FCO:*   What's your status?

FCO-Starr says:
@COM: OPS: We have arrived safely and are joining in a discussion.  Continue to monitor my com badge.

CO_Miller says:
@::follows behind the Sovereigns and takes a seat::

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: interesting painting, is that from Vulcan?

<<<<The two Sovereigns look at each other>>>>>>>>

CMOStarr says:
CSO:  I to found it interesting.  ::hears Troi say that they arrived safely and lets out a soft sigh::

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  Now, can you start explaining?

XO_Jude says:
OPS:  link the FCO's badge into the bridge comm system, please

OPSTKerl says:
CO: Aye sir

CTO_Selan says:
::Glances at the painting of a village:: CNS: Actually, I made it. It's a painting of a village on Vulcan... one that the Scorpius visited a while back.

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: where would you like me to start??

FCO-Starr says:
@::leaves her badge on for the discussion to be heard by the ship::

CMOStarr says:
::walks over to a science console and quietly checks  the CO's, FCO's and SO's transponder signal::

EO_Bates says:
::Looks at the console, satisfied, she once again logs the results in the PADD before standing and heading over to T'Paula:: Sir, the SIF has been repaired. A slight harmonic imbalance was being registered in Generator 2, but it has been corrected. 

OPSTKerl says:
::links the FCO's badge into the bridge communications system::

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: Sir, the beginning would be a good place.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  The beginning is always the best place to start.  Why don't you start from there.

SOV_Ror says:
@FCO: you are interesting....so much emotion in you...I like that

CEOTPaula says:
EO: Good.

FCO-Starr says:
@::stifles a laugh::

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: Thank you Sir::smiles::

CO_Miller says:
@::is still unsure that this conversation is going anywhere::

CSOTsalea says:
::looks up as Scott enters the bridge and takes the telepathic inhibitor.  Nods her thanks::

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: Well, Ror informed me about a week ago that a vessel was entering  the area and their thoughts revealed that they, "you" were coming to see us....we have been expecting you

CSOTsalea says:
<Scott>::smiles at her response and heads back to the lab after glancing at the screen::

EO_Bates says:
CEO: If you don't mind, sir, I'm going to take a 5 minute break..I didn't get much sleep last night and I don't want to wash out. 

CSOTsalea says:
::walks over to Jude::  XO:  Commander, here is the device.

CMOStarr says:
::Looks at the device that the Ensign brought the CSO::  CSO:  Is that a cardassian telepathic inhibitor?

FCO-Starr says:
@:: is quiet as the CO and she seem to want to ask the same questions::

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  If you were expecting us, then why did those two ships we first encounter begin to panic?

CMOStarr says:
::walking over to the XO::

CEOTPaula says:
::wasn't expecting that::  EO: All right.

XO_Jude says:
CSO/CMO:  So can either of you make this thing work, without frying someone's brains?

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: It was irrelevant that all would be told.

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  Commander, its activation is fairly simple.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  Yes, that IS what we are waiting for.....to be told.

EO_Bates says:
CEO: Thank you, sir. ::Turns and heads to the replicator:: Hot Rigellian apple cider

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  It is placed at the base of the skull and... turned on.

EO_Bates says:
::Retrieves the cider and stands slightly outside the entrance to Engineering to ensure she won't spill anything anywhere, obviously looking slightly fatigued::

CNS_Crazi says:
::sees reflection in side of eye, looks over at crystal::  CTO: what is the background with that crystal with that?

XO_Jude says:
CSO:   Shall we test it?

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: you would have to get here first. Marimh`r was informed that "something' might be out there..

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  If you were expecting us, then why would my crews' life be in jeopardy when they went down to your planet?

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  It seemed to do Indy no harm.  Would you care to test it or shall I?

CMOStarr says:
::reaches in her pocket for her tricorder:: XO:  One moment

FCO-Starr says:
@SM: Who informed you Sir, you seem to constantly invade that question?

CMOStarr says:
XO:  Let me scan it first to see if works..

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  Yes, I agree with Troi.  When will we be told?

EO_Bates says:
::Slowly sips the cider, as she looks out into the corridor with a faraway gaze::

CTO_Selan says:
::Looks over at the crystal carving:: CNS: Ah, that was a gift, from a friend. She carved it... as she carved that wooden carving over there.

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: It was important for you to meet "ALL" of my people so you would know the differences we still bear...there was no danger

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: that's Vulcan I believe, sounds like a good friend to spend all that time on carvings for a friend

CSOTsalea says:
::hands the device to the doctor::

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: you see

FCO-Starr says:
@SM: Sir, as far as I can see there are NO differences.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  You all seem curious about who is telepathic.  Can I ask why?

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: She is a good friend to everyone. Her name is Trish Alexander, or rather, Admiral Trish Alexander. She was the previous Captain of the Scorpius.

CMOStarr says:
::takes the device and scans it::

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: we discovered things about you by reading and translating your databases that...

EO_Bates says:
::Finishes the cider and returns to Engineering:: CEO: Once again, sir, I'm sorry about that..what's next on the day's agenda?

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  When you say databases, what exactly do you mean by that?

CEOTPaula says:
::organizing maintenance schedules for efficiency::  EO: There is a list on your padd, prioritize at your discretion.

FCO-Starr says:
@CO::whispers::Sir, how did they get access to our computer files?

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: ..indicated your curiousity..and the fact that you only defend yourself if necessary that we even allowed you to continue onward to meet us.

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: Admiral Alexander, didn't see leave to head up StarFleet Security?

XO_Jude says:
CSO:  You can test the device,  I'll attempt to read your thoughts

CO_Miller says:
@::whispers::  FCO:  That is what I would like to find out.

CSOTsalea says:
::nods::

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  You allowed us??

CSOTsalea says:
CMO:  Doctor?

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: yes...Ror will explain...

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: I believe she proceeded onto help her husband, Admiral Heinlein, with his Telepathic Center at Starfleet Command.

CO_Miller says:
@::turns to Sov Ror::

FCO-Starr says:
@CO::whispers::Sir, One thing for sure, they sure do know how to give us the run-around::frowns::

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO I see, ::glances at village again::, is that where you grew up?

EO_Bates says:
CEO: Yes, sir. However, it was merely my impression that you preferred to micromanage the maintenance schedule, sir. If that's the case, however, I'll work on this hiccup in the port impulse system tie-in. ::Heads toward the Jeffries Tube access hatch before crawling in head-first::

FCO-Starr says:
@::looks towards SR for the answer::

CMOStarr says:
::hands the Device back to the CSO::  CSO:  It appears safe to be used.  But I would rather it be used on me.  The XO is in command. plus I don't know if it will work.  I've never seen one used before.

CO_Miller says:
@::whispers::  FCO:  Yes, and it is wearing thin on me.

SOV_Ror says:
@CO: <S>..unlike your species that has telepathic abilities.....we are different....we can combine our abilities and see very, very far...and understand ....greatly....

CEOTPaula says:
::watches the EO leave, wondering if micromanaging is a bad thing and where that impression came from, then returns to what she was doing::

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: Sir, are you saying that you and your race are clairvoyant?

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Ror:  Please, explain further.

CSOTsalea says:
CMO:  Your suggestion is noted.  However your abilities are still an unknown factor.  ::places the device on the back of her neck::

CMOStarr says:
::immediately starts to scan the CSO::

SOV_Ror says:
@CO: about 7 generations ago the first of our kind started being born on Telton....

OPSTKerl says:
::checks transporter link on the AT::

CTO_Selan says:
::Looks at the village:: CNS: No. The village's name is Reyai'e. Our CSO, T'salea, grew up there. I painted the picture after the Scorpius' first excursion there.

CSOTsalea says:
::activating the device she looks over at Jude::  XO:  Commander?

XO_Jude says:
::Attempts to read Tsalea's thoughts....::

FCO-Starr says:
@::hopes OPS can still hear all that is being said::

SOV_Ror says:
@CO: at first...they were all killed....then......with time....political pressure.......we started being exiled to certain parts of the planet...

CMOStarr says:
::immediately notices a drop in the CSO Psi brain waves::

CO_Miller says:
@::listens intently::  Sov Ror:  Exiled?  For what?

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: did the Scorpius go there on a diplomatic mission?

EO_Bates says:
::Climbs up the ladders of the Jeffries Tube, looking down, getting a slight wave of vertigo before trudging on, her sweaty palms attempting to grip each rung::

OPSTKerl says:
::continues monitoring the communication link with the FCO::

SOV_Ror says:
@CO: for being "different".....your databases show the same thing in your Earth history...why does that startle you??

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: No. The second time, Captain Alexander disobeyed orders, and took the Scorpius there to rescue T'salea. The first time... we were not on the Scorpius... and that time... ::Pauses::

XO_Jude says:
CSO:  Nothing....just, static?    That might be the best word.... of course, because you're wearing it,  I'm not sure if that thing inhibits my empathic abilities,   it didn't in Kostra's case.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Ror:  I am startled because you have not told me how you are different.

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: that time?

SOV_Ror says:
@CO: As science advanced we discovered why

XO_Jude says:
CSO:  how about you?

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: That time was a little more complicated. I'd rather not get into it right now, Counselor.

CSOTsalea says:
XO: It is a device to be tested.  However, for now, it appears to respond as you wish.  At least with us.  These people are an unknown factor.

SOV_Ror says:
@CO: a certain gene was dormant in our system ...and somehow....it started to become active.....

CMOStarr says:
CSO:  Please take the device off.  I don't know what damage it can do to  you.

XO_Jude says:
CSO:  Can you read my thoughts with that thing on?

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: I see, well, don't want to drag old things through the mud huh? That's fine

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Ror:  And what exactly is the gene you are talking about?

CTO_Selan says:
::Nods at the Counselor... thinking... "Old things..."::

CMOStarr says:
XO: Can you hear her? ::continuing to scan the CSO's vitals::

EO_Bates says:
::As she approaches the tie-in controls, she begins talking to herself:: Smooth, Lenara. You manage to get chewed out by your officer in charge. How in the hell did you manage to get off Turkana, let alone into the Academy? ::Hefts herself into an intersecting tube and locates the controls, noticing a loose Isolinear chip before removing it and slapping it back in:: 

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  No I could not.  I find this device oddly disturbing.  It is... too quiet.  ::looks to Jude to see if he understands::

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: mind if I get something to drink?

CTO_Selan says:
::Gestures toward the replicator:: CNS: Go ahead.

SOV_Ror says:
@CO: we discovered how to use it and it frightened all non-telepaths...very dark time in our history..

CTO_Selan says:
::Stares at the picture for a moment, as memories begin to flood his mind::

CO_Miller says:
@::stands up::  Sov Ror:  If you are going to continue to be evasive, I believe we should head back to my ship.

CSOTsalea says:
::deactivates and takes the device off::  CMO:  your concern is noted.  Another time we should test this further.

CNS_Crazi says:
::gets up heads to replicator::  Replicator: Tarrian Kaaf  ::feels rush of emotions from CTO::

XO_Jude says:
CSO:   I know just what you mean....

CO_Miller says:
@FCO:  Let's get going Troi.  They don't want to answer any of our questions.

XO_Jude says:
CSO:   Have your department get to work on this thing right away

FCO-Starr says:
@CO: Aye Sir.

Sov_Mir says:
@::stands: CO:we are being honest with you for a reason. but you don't seem to understand our ways....maybe it would be better if you left.

CMOStarr says:
CSO:  I agree  That device could prove useful later on.

CNS_Crazi says:
::picks up drink and walks back over to CTO:: CTO: though I must say, that is a fascinating village, maybe I'll visit it sometime

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: Maybe.

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  I am surprised.  I would like to work with this at another time with you and the doctor.  Aye sir.  In what way would you like us to pursue this?

FCO-Starr says:
@SM: sir, we have asked you several times and you are the one who is not being forthright.  What is the gene? and what does it do?

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  How can we understand your ways, when you feel the need to talk around the subject?

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: Although... I believe they have had their fair share of Starfleet Officers.

CMOStarr says:
CSO:  But we need to know what the limitations are on it.  I'll assign Ensign Nurse to help your Science officers.

XO_Jude says:
CSO:  Well, we want to make sure the thing can't be harmful.   We also want to see what sort of limitations it has.

CSOTsalea says:
::nods at the doctor::

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: well, I could go as a regular tourist, not on a diplomatic mission

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: If you don't know what a dna gene is, then maybe you are not as advanced as we thought you might be.

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  That would take time.  I assume you will not want to use it in the near future then?

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: I do not believe they receive "tourists," then again, I am not sure.

EO_Bates says:
::Runs the diagnostic tool over the Isolinear chip reader and sighs:: And what idiot did THIS laser-welding job? ::Removes the laser-torch and sets to work:: 

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: Perhaps if you asked Lt. Cmdr. T'salea.

Sov_Mir says:
@::sits::

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: besides, you still have unanswered questions....please sit down

FCO-Starr says:
@SM: Sir, being sarcastic is getting us no where.  Obviously we know what dna is, so what did it do to your species?

XO_Jude says:
CSO:  I don't see a need yet, from the sounds of the conversation on the planet,  this device won't help us here.

Sov_Mir says:
@FCO: It made half the population telepaths.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  I will sit down, but I would like for you to be forthcoming with your answers.

FCO-Starr says:
@SM: Finally, that is obvious, so what is the problem?

CSOTsalea says:
::nods in agreement::  XO:  then I will have Scott set at team on it.

CNS_Crazi says:
::changes subject to business:: CTO: now we need to talk about those holo-programs of yours, I know you don't like beating around the bush, so I'll get straight to it

Sov_Mir says:
@FCO: With the discoveries of space flight....we all moved here with some of our countrymen....there are 100 million people here.

CMOStarr says:
::nods also in agreement:: XO:  I'll have several of my ensign's join the team.

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: Holo-programs? ::Suddenly remembers about what the XO said:: Ah.

FCO-Starr says:
@::nods to show she is listening::

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: And what about them?

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  I still fail to see where the problem lies.

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: why would you wish to create a program to inflict harm to yourself, and this Janus character who is he?

SOV_Ror says:
@FCO: we believe that we have "evolved" to the next plateau....

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: And that plateau is?

CNS_Crazi says:
::little to inquisitive, but needs to get out in the open::

XO_Jude says:
CSO/CMO:   Sounds like we have a plan.

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: I only have one program like that. And it is a "training" program, of sorts. As for Janos... he is one of the many... foes that the Scorpius has faced...

SOV_Ror says:
@FCO: It was our hope that others out in space had also done the same.....so we started working on warp drive......

XO_Jude says:
CSO/CMO:   Now it looks like we just have to hanker down, and do nothing but listen to the conversation on the planet.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  We have detected a human presence on Telton, can you explain that to me?

CSOTsalea says:
CMO/XO:  We know why there was such confusion over the telepathy.  I am curious how warp plays into this.

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: and I read sickbay's report, that cut your received from a knife-you can train just as well with the safety protocols

Sov_Mir says:
@CO::bewildered:: there is no human on Telton

SOV_Ror says:
@CO: he is here

CTO_Selan says:
::Stares at the CNS:: CNS: Trust me, Counselor, I have received far worse in my time.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Ror:  Here?  And who is this human?

CMOStarr says:
XO/CSO:  I'm curious also.

EO_Bates says:
::Finishes the welding. Satisfied, she turns and heads back to main Engineering::

SOV_Ror says:
@CO: humans....would you like to meet them??

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Ror:  Yes Sovereign, immediately.

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: that is not the point I'm trying to make, this program proves there are severe troubles to be dealt with, weather you've been to Hell and back is no reason to endanger yourself on the holodeck

FCO-Starr says:
@::finally, someone acknowledges that there are humans::

XO_Jude says:
::Sighs with relief...::   Thinks:  I was beginning to wonder if my abilities were completely shot.....::

EO_Bates says:
::Enters Main Engineering where she heads towards an empty console and begins working on a PADD to document the repair work she just completed::

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: I was not endangering myself. Yes, I was slightly harmed... but I was in no immediate danger of death, or the such.

<<<<<<<A human walks in.....slim.......40's........5'10"...red hair....>>>>>>>

FCO-Starr says:
@::looks at the person entering the room::

CO_Miller says:
@::sees what appears to be a human, enter::

CMOStarr says:
::whispers to the XO:: XO:  Your thoughts are very loud.  I don't mean to trespass, but I can hear them quiet clearly... ::smiling::

CNS_Crazi says:
::sighs, this is going to be as hard as I thought::

CO_Miller says:
@::looks over at the Sovereign, hoping for an answer::

Daniel says:
@Walks up to the Captain:

XO_Jude says:
CMO:   Excuse me!    I know better, and should be more careful.

CSOTsalea says:
::looks over at the doctors comment::  CMO:  Perhaps we should start your training.  I had not realized you were progressing so.

FCO-Starr says:
@::places her hand on her phaser, then steps between the person and her Captain::

Daniel says:
@CO: hello, my name is Daniel...and you?

CTO_Selan says:
::Just sits there::

CMOStarr says:
XO: No problem.  I really try not to listen... and yes CSO can we?  ::laughing::

CO_Miller says:
@Daniel:  I am Captain Jared Miller of the Federation Starship Scorpius.

EO_Bates says:
::Finishes the document, stands, and places it on T'Paula stack of PADDs before looking at her repair list, which is cleared. Silently, she sits, rubbing a bead of sweat from her forehead::

SOV_Ror says:
@::waves his hand and the FCO..floats 3 feet away....her phaser disappears::

CTO_Selan says:
::Is definitely not glad about the Counselor bringing up Janos, nor all the other things::

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: So, you use telekinesis also Sovereign?

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Ror:  Just what exactly are you doing?

CEOTPaula says:
::looks up::

CSOTsalea says:
CMO:  As soon as the captain and AT is back aboard and we are on our way, we shall begin.

Daniel says:
@CO: I am Daniel..uh oh... weapons are not allowed on this planet....

FCO-Starr says:
@::totally unruffled at the display::

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: I know you don't want to talk about these experiences, but as long as you use programs like that, or anything related to that is unacceptable

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  Commander, I believe it is important that we work with Selan soon concerning his possession of.... memories not his own.

CO_Miller says:
@Daniel:  Can you tell me why weapons are not allowed?

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: Are the parlor tricks over now Sovereign?

CMOStarr says:
CSO:  Ok.  ::smiling:: Troi has been helping me a lot when we aren't on duty.

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: I prefer my feet on the ground.

SOV_Ror says:
@CO: As you can see....we don't need weapons...I am sorry about the display, but she could have injured someone....

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: I'll see you Friday at 1600 hours

XO_Jude says:
CSO:   I agree completely,  that's one of the reasons that I wanted the Counselor to do some groundbreaking work over the last 7 hours.

CTO_Selan says:
::Nods at the Counselor:: CNS: Considering I have been banned from the holodeck... I doubt that is a problem.

CTO_Selan says:
CNS: Yes... Friday.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Ror:  I assure you Sovereign, she would not have used it unless absolutely necessary.

CSOTsalea says:
CMO:  I will help with your shielding so that you may keep your thoughts private and block out the thoughts of others.

FCO-Starr says:
@::begins to laugh at the display of levitation::

CNS_Crazi says:
::goes to door::  CTO: the holodeck is just one example, there are plenty more we need to discuss, but I'll leave that to a later date

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Ror:  You claim to be able to read our thoughts, and if you could, you would know that we mean no harm.

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: I tried to explain as much as I could to you, but you kept insisting on one line of conversation....I asked you to be patient....you should have heeded me.....I apologize.....but we must move forward.

CTO_Selan says:
::Wonders about the "other things"::

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  And has he succeeded?

CNS_Crazi says:
CTO: good night  ::exits quarters::

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  Then let us proceed forward.

CTO_Selan says:
::Nods as the Counselor leaves, and goes and sits down::

Sov_Mir says:
@::looks at Daniel::

CNS_Crazi says:
::heads back to office to check on holo-programs and read up on village::

FCO-Starr says:
@CO: Would you ask him to put me down please?

Daniel says:
@CO: These people saved my family’s life and me.

SOV_Ror says:
@:: puts the FCO back on the floor::

EO_Bates says:
::Looks over at T'Paula:: CEO: I need your signature on that, sir, as the duty Officer in charge. 

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: Thank you::smiling sweetly::

CO_Miller says:
@Daniel:  And how exactly did they save you?

CNS_Crazi says:
::enters office::   computer: give me all data on Selan's holo-programs

CTO_Selan says:
::Thinks about his discussion with the Counselor::

Daniel says:
@CO: they have been generous to us and helpful. I am an engineer and astro navigator...my wife is an anthropologist.

CEOTPaula says:
::looks over it quickly and signs it::  EO: You work quickly.

CO_Miller says:
@Daniel:  And where is it that your family is from?

CTO_Selan says:
::Taps comm-badge:: *XO* Sir, I believe that we are now orbiting Telton II, and I am done with my session with the Counselor. May I return to duty?

EO_Bates says:
CEO: On Turkana, you learn to do things quickly, especially work of any type. 

Daniel says:
@CO: We had a warp core blow out.....

CEOTPaula says:
EO: Why is that?

XO_Jude says:
CSO:   Excuse me,  I was distracted by the conversation on the planet.

XO_Jude says:
CSO:  I hope they've made some head-way.

Daniel says:
@CO: I am from Mars Colony as is my wife and children.

CNS_Crazi says:
::brings up alternate screen with village information and CSO's history on it::

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  So is this how you developed warp?

XO_Jude says:
CTO:  Please report to the bridge

CTO_Selan says:
*XO* Aye, sir.

EO_Bates says:
CEO: If you linger too long in a gang's turf, you're seen as a threat. It's strictly shoot first, ask questions later. 

CTO_Selan says:
::Gets out his chair, glad to be finally leaving his quarters, and does so, heading to the turbolift. He enters:: TL: Deck I, Bridge.

CO_Miller says:
@Daniel:  And you are here on your own accord?

Daniel says:
@CO: No ...and yes......

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  As things seem to be under control, would you like me to begin working with Selan?  Or do you wish to be in on this session as well?

CTO_Selan says:
<Computer> Acknowledged. ::Takes Selan upward::

CEOTPaula says:
EO: I see.

CO_Miller says:
@Daniel:  No, and yes, what?

XO_Jude says:
CSO:  I would like to be there, if possible.

Daniel says:
@CO: They were in the final stages of warp development....we felt that if we helped them...Starfleet would see the signature and come for us.

CNS_Crazi says:
::reads information::

Daniel says:
@CO: That was 2 years ago.....

EO_Bates says:
CEO: Not exactly the best place for one to raise a family, but it was home..at any rate, sir, I did not mean to seem..indecisive regarding the repair schedule. I'd merely wanted to know if you had any particular priorities that you would have placed ahead. 

CO_Miller says:
@Daniel:  Didn't you know the repercussions of those actions?

CTO_Selan says:
::The Turbolift stops, and he exits onto the bridge::

Sov_Mir says:
@::smiling::

SOV_Ror says:
@::smiling::

CSOTsalea says:
::nods in acceptance::

Daniel says:
@CO: what repercussions?

CTO_Selan says:
Ens. Daniels: I'll take over Ensign.

CTO_Selan says:
<Ens. Daniels> Aye, sir. ::Nods, and heads off to Security detail::

CTO_Selan says:
::Takes over Tactical console, first scanning for ships in the area, and then checking on Shania and the Away Team::

CEOTPaula says:
EO: I did not perceive any inordinate amount of indecisiveness.

CO_Miller says:
@Daniels:  The repercussions of helping a race advance, when they should advance at their own pace and time?

CSOTsalea says:
*CNS*:  As soon as you are able to, would you please both Commander Emmanuel as well as myself your current evaluation on Lt. Selan.

EO_Bates says:
CEO: Understood. As a matter of decorum, sir, how would you like for me to address you? 

Daniel says:
@CO: In my opinion they were 3 years away from warp...I simply helped them by one year.. and....your here !!

Daniel says:
@CO: But.......

FCO-Starr says:
@Daniel: So how did they access our database?

CO_Miller says:
@Daniels:  A year is still a long way to go!  Distress calls wouldn't have worked?

CEOTPaula says:
EO: "Ma'am" according to ship's policy.  However, I am not particularly concerned about it.

EO_Bates says:
::Nods:: Yes ma'm

Daniel says:
@CO: Captain Miller, subspace communications would have given them the transdater!! That's what I helped them with !!

FCO-Starr says:
@Daniel: So how did they access our database?

Daniel says:
@CO: Listen, I'm not Starfleet

CO_Miller says:
@Daniels:  Forgive me, but I am just finding all of this hard to believe.

CO_Miller says:
@Daniels:  No, because if you were, you would have known better!

CTO_Selan says:
::Continues to monitor the situation with the Away Team::

CTO_Selan says:
::Wonders what he missed...::

FCO-Starr says:
@Daniel: So how did they access our database?

Daniel says:
@FCO: These people have the ability to do things..you don't want to know about....I hope you noticed that there are no weapons on their planets.....they don't need them...you shouldn't underestimate these people....they are very friendly....we love these people for that, but....from what we have read and seen their abilities...well....

CMOStarr says:
::notices the CTO::  CTO:  How are you doing?

CTO_Selan says:
::Looks at the CMO, although what the man Daniel just said caught his interest:: CMO: Fine. Thank you for asking.

FCO-Starr says:
@Daniel:  It sounds very nice, but if they are so powerful, why did they need warp technology?

CMOStarr says:
CTO:  Your welcome  ::goes back to listening to the conversation on the planet::

Daniel says:
@FCO: Lets just say.....they can defend themselves....well before any starship gets within 4 star systems of this place.

CO_Miller says:
@::looks over at Troi and nods his head up and down::

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  Commander than this is indeed a first contact.  Albeit a few years to a decade sooner than it should have occurred.  If what this Daniel says is true, I would suggest we continue dealing with these people along those line.

XO_Jude says:
CSO:   I have to agree entirely

Daniel says:
@::extends palms outward:: because they too are curious about what’s out there.

FCO-Starr says:
@Daniel: We are here at their invitation.  We are not here to cause trouble, the question still, why do they need warp technology?

FCO-Starr says:
@Daniel: But apparently, they can sense others at quite a distance, why go out among the other races if they are afraid of being attacked?

Daniel says:
@FCO: you seem to be a betazoid...you can sense for great distances...why do you need warp?

Daniel says:
@::turns to the CO::

CO_Miller says:
@Daniels:  Now how would you know that Troi seems to be a betazoid?

Daniel says:
@CO: At first we wanted to just get home...but...my wife and I would like to stay now and study these people and let them study us....

CO_Miller says:
@Daniel:  Please answer my question.

CTO_Selan says:
::Does not like where this is heading, wishes security was down there with them::

Daniel says:
@CO: I was told my the Sovereign Ror she was telepathic....I am not.

CO_Miller says:
@Daniel:  Why would it be important for the Sovereign to inform you of that?

OPSTKerl says:
::keeps hand close to emergency beam out controls::

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: And how did you know Sir?

Daniel says:
@CO: The sovereign, if you haven't already noticed, likes to talk about everything....

SOV_Ror says:
@FCO: that your telepathic? There are several on your ship that are. they have trying to communicate. Is that a problem?

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: sir, it is when you can use your telepathic abilities and we are not allowed to.  A bit one sided wouldn't you say?

CSOTsalea says:
XO:  Commander, shall I prepare a scientific team to remain behind?

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: And you still haven't said how you found out about our crew!

CO_Miller says:
@Daniels:  Forgive my uneasiness, but so far, none of this is believable.

Daniel says:
@CO: I don't understand why you are so perplexed....It would seem to me...on a first contact mission you people would be a LOT more polite !

XO_Jude says:
CSO:   prepare one,  but I don't know if we'll be allowed to send them down.....or how much they'll be permitted to accomplish.

CO_Miller says:
@Daniel:  You are not a first contact!  Why should I be polite to you?

Daniel says:
@CO: ok. for you, what would be believable?

CTO_Selan says:
::Wishes that the Captain would not yell at the man, that may make the aliens mad for some reason::

SOV_Ror says:
@Daniel: These people are not like you at all

CSOTsalea says:
::nods and heads back over to the science station.  Begins to go through her staff and put together those that would do best on this assignment::

Sov_Mir says:
@Daniel: certainly not

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: Sir, if you mean are we puppets, no we are not.  You are the one that cannot answer a direct question.

Sov_Mir says:
@FCO: and what was your "direct: question that hasn't been answered?

CMOStarr says:
CSO:  Lets add some medical personnel to that science team.  It would be interesting to get some medical background on them ::walking over to where the CSO is::

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: How did you access our records of our crew?

CSOTsalea says:
CMO:  Agreed.  I am most curious about this new genetic factor that showed up only seven generations ago.

CTO_Selan says:
::Listens to the conversation between the XO, CSO, and CMO, still wondering about security::

Sov_Mir says:
@FCO: my ....

SOV_Ror says:
@Mir: I will answer that.

CMOStarr says:
CSO:  So am I.  was it artificially enhanced or natural?

SOV_Ror says:
@FCO: As I said, we have the ability to combine our abilities...In doing so, we can see through to anyone on you ship....understand his thoughts and look at your databases through him

CSOTsalea says:
CMO:  I am inclined toward artificial or it could be a by-product of something they did.  Nature does not usually jump in with something so drastic.

OPSTKerl says:
::turns around and looks at the XO on that comment::

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: So, you are saying you used someone to access our files, someone on our ship, without their knowledge or permission?

SOV_Ror says:
@FCO: So as you see. If we were "bad" people, we could destroy your ship as soon as you came into our range.....we are not like that....

CMOStarr says:
CSO:  You're probably right. but then again  sometimes Mother Nature does weird things unexpectedly.  ::smiling::

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: Sir, your definition of BAD and mine differ entirely!

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Ror:  I would have to agree with Troi.

SOV_Ror says:
@FCO: I can see in your mind where you reported to your Captain about the feelings of people on others ships feelings....is that different??

CSOTsalea says:
CMO: Yes, but in such a situation, usually in response to some form of necessity.  At least on such a large scale.  He did say it only occurred 7 generations ago.

CSOTsalea says:
::finishes her list and downloads it to Scott to begin gathering the team::

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: Yes Sir it is, it is for the safety of my ship, not using someone to gain information which is none of my business.

SOV_Ror says:
@FCO: Did you tell those people you were sensing bad intentions from them??

FCO-Starr says:
@SR: Sir, confrontations and first contact are two entirely different scenarios and you know it.

SOV_Ror says:
@FCO: I understand. It's alright for you,,, but not for us...interesting...

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Ror:  So was it your doing that brought Daniel to this planet?

SOV_Ror says:
@CO: no, not at all. We had decided to let him pass through without contact...In fact we shielded both planets......When his engine failed....we couldn't let him die....

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: Enough

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: It would seem there is a basic problem here we didn't anticipate

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  No, there are still questions that have been unanswered.

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: I don't think we have to explain ourselves to you. We let you visit us with all good intentions and to meet your comrade

OPSTKerl says:
::moves hand closer to emergency beam out due to the tensions on the planet::

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: Since you have been here, you have done nothing but berate us....and we don't understand why. I don't see how we can discover our commonalities in this forum.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  If that is how you perceive things, then I guess our time here is finished.

CTO_Selan says:
::Wonders what is going to happen now::

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: well obviously you are not a diplomat.

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: I will say this.......

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  And you don't seem to be one either.

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: we are interested in peaceful co-existence...we are interested in peaceful trading, learning and discovering.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  I wish you would understand that that is what we are interested in also.

Sov_Mir says:
@CO you seem to think that this can take place in a day...and it can't....

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  No, I do realize that.  What I can't realize is why all the evasiveness.

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: Tell your Starfleet of our interest, and that Daniel will be here with his family...studying us as we him....and if they wish to send a diplomat...we will allow that.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov Mir:  Fine, I will do that.

Sov_Mir says:
@CO: In the meantime....we will leave you to talk to Daniel...

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

